THE
FILTERED
BOILING WATER
TAP
FOR EVERY
KITCHEN
100˚C

For the home and workplace

100 years of Dutch heritage
HotSpot Titanium as an independent company

Our 3-in-1 filtered boiling water tap switches

was born out of a Dutch innovation hub:

easily between cold, hot and boiling water.

Inventum.

Combined with our 4-litre or 8-litre water
titanium boiler, HotSpot can support family

Founded in 1908 by Alexander Vosmaer,

homes and commercial spaces alike.

Inventum used the specifics of electric energy
to create a range of innovative ventilation and

We chose to use titanium for our boiling water

boiling water appliances.

tank because it’s durable, extremely resistant to
corrosion and, unlike other inferior materials,

Energy Innovation First: safe and trusted. This

has no build-up of calcium lime scale in the

promise has remained for more than 100 years.

tank. What’s more, titanium never passes its

A promise that started with innovation and

ions onto the drinking water which makes it

enthusiasm of people to do things differently

100% non-allergic and guarantees a pure taste.

and better and has evolved into producing new

As a proof of our trust, we offer you a 20-year

products and creating new brands such as

warranty on our tanks!

HotSpot Titanium.
When choosing a filtered boiling water
Thanks to Inventum’s rich history, innovation

appliance for your residential or professional

and expertise in delivering sustainable, energy-

space, it is paramount to ensure the product

saving hot water and ventilation solutions to the

of your choice delivers the best results and

environment, HotSpot Titanium was spun off as

the purest filtered drinking water; as well as a

a sustainable and lean manufacturing company

luxurious design that matches your taste and

that guarantees quality from start to finish with

your kitchen interior. With HotSpot Titanium,

its filtered boiling water solutions.

you get it all.

At HotSpot Titanium, we believe the kitchen
is a central point of the home and workplace.
A place to connect and collaborate, to have
exciting conversations and share experiences. A
place where you eat and drink together. Where
you create ideas and make memories.
We know that our customers want tapware that
reflects their personal style. That’s why we have
exclusive design taps in our product range of
various styles and finishes to suit any taste. We
also know that they want a filtered boiling water
solution that stands the test of time and isn’t
impactful on the environment!
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Achieve an optimal ROI with
your HotSpot Titanium
A boiling water tap that ensures optimum

Yes, with our filtered boiling water tap you save

efficiency?

on your energy bill, your valuable time and space
on the kitchen counter.

Efficient and sustainable
HotSpot Titanium boiling water taps use less power and only boil the water to
be used, unlike a traditional kettle. HotSpot Titanium has a heater full of instant
boiling water and has minimal heat loss due to the very good insulation.

Save Time
You no longer have to wait for the kettle to boil so you can save on your precious
time, electricity and water with HotSpot Titanium as a solution for filtered instant
boiling water. Our heaters with various capacities are designed to meet your needs
in the office and at home.

Save space
The robust and durable boiling water tap takes up little space on the countertop.
In addition, our water heaters are compact in size, which makes them easy to fit in
a kitchen cupboard. Installation does not require cutting into the cupboard or the
countertop; so that also means less clutter.

Titanium
Titanium is one of the strongest materials and very resistant to corrosion and
the build-up of limescale. Moreover, titanium never passes on its properties to
the drinking water, so there is no aftertaste. We are the very first boiling water
company where the water reservoir is completely made of high-quality titanium.
For absolute peace of mind, we provide a 20-year warranty on the titanium tank.
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Boiling water with a smooth
flow
HotSpot Titanium delivers filtered boiling water

Safety above all

without spluttering by using a unique smooth

HotSpot Titanium combines luxury, convenience

flow technique. You no longer have to wait for

and sustainability in the kitchen. The 3-in-1 tap

the water to boil. With HotSpot Titanium you

easily switches between cold, warm and boiling

can easily and quickly fill a tea glass or a large

water. All our taps are equipped with safety

pan with 100°C boiling water. You immediately

systems so that children or people who have

get the right amount of water, so you waste less

not used the tap before cannot unintentionally

water.

tap the boiling water from the tap. You can
choose from electronic taps with our patented

A robust and reliable design

IntelliProtect® system or mechanical taps with

The design of HotSpot Titanium is not only

our spring-back-safety.

beautiful, but it is also designed to last. We have
a wide range in different styles and finishes so
that there is a suitable filtered boiling water tap
for everyone. HotSpot Titanium gives a boost to
every kitchen design!
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Our full product range
The kitchen is the heart of the home and office, where the meals that unite us are prepared. It is a place
that allows connection and thus the creation of precious memories. How do you choose the right
colour or finish to embrace this experience?

Adrianna

Adrianna
Polished Chrome

Alessio

Adrianna
Stainless Steel Effect

Adrianna
Matt Black

Alessio
Polished Chrome

Alessio
Stainless Steel Effect

Alessio
Matt Black

Vitoria
Stainless Steel Effect

Vitoria
Gold

Vitoria
Copper

Vitoria
Gun Metal

Vitoria
Matt Black

Calisto
Gold

Calisto
Copper

Calisto
Gun Metal

Calisto
Matt Black

Flex XL
Gold

Flex XL
Copper

Vitoria

Vitoria
Polished Chrome

Vitoria Eco Premium Vitoria Eco Premium
Polished Chrome
Stainless Steel Effect

Calisto

Calisto
Polished Chrome

Calisto
Stainless Steel Effect

Calisto Eco Premium Calisto Eco Premium
Polished Chrome
Stainless Steel Effect

Flex XL

Flex XL
Stainless Steel Effect
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Flex XL
Gun Metal

Adrianna-series

Adrianna
Polished Chrome

Adrianna
Stainless Steel Effect

Adrianna
Matt Black

The Adrianna is an electronic 3-in-1 filtered

In addition, the tap is equipped with a unique

boiling water tap, available in three different

smooth flow technique, which ensures that

finishes. The Adrianna series has a square

boiling water never comes out of the tap already

U-spout and a sleek Italian design. This beautiful

spluttering.

series can be supplied with a 4 or 8 litre boiling
water heater. Regular hot and cold water is
connected to the existing pipes. Because the

Connection: Hot and cold water is connected

heater is very compact, it can be placed in

to the existing pipes.

almost any kitchen. With the Adrianna, safety

Swivel Range: 180°

comes first with a unique and patented safety

Tap hole: Ø 35 mm

system: IntelliProtect®, with which children

Child safety system: IntelliProtect® and

cannot simply activate the boiling water

Smooth flow technique

function. The tap is also equipped with an
insulated spout so that it stays nice and cool
during use.
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Alessio-series

Alessio
Polished Chrome

Alessio
Stainless Steel Effect

Alessio
Matt Black

The Alessio is an electronic 3-in-1 filtered boiling

In addition, the tap is equipped with a unique

water tap, available in three different finishes.

smooth flow technique, which ensures that

The Alessio series has a round C-spout and a

boiling water never comes out of the tap already

sleek Italian design. This beautiful series can

spluttering.

be supplied with a 4- or 8-litre boiling water
heater. Regular hot and cold water is connected
to the existing pipes. Because the boiler is very

Connection: Hot and cold water is connected

compact, it can be placed in almost any kitchen.

to the existing pipes.

With the Alessio, safety comes first with a unique

Swivel Range: 180°

and patented safety system: IntelliProtect®, with

Tap hole: Ø 35 mm

which children cannot simply activate the boiling

Child safety system: IntelliProtect® and

water function. The tap is also equipped with

Smooth flow technique

an insulated spout so that it stays nice and cool
during use.
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Vitoria-series

Vitoria
Polished Chrome

Vitoria
Gun Metal

Vitoria
Stainless Steel Effect

Vitoria
Gold

Vitoria
Matt Black

Vitoria
Copper

The Vitoria is a mechanical 3-in-1 filtered boiling

In addition, the tap is equipped with a unique

water tap, available in five different finishes. The

smooth flow technique, which ensures that

Vitoria series has a high U-shaped spout and

boiling water never comes out of the tap already

a sleek Italian design. This beautiful series can

spluttering.

be supplied with a 4- or 8-litre boiling water
heater. Regular hot and cold water is connected
to the existing pipes. Because the boiler is very

Connection: Hot and cold water is connected

compact, it can be placed in almost any kitchen.

to the existing pipes.

With the Vitoria, safety comes first with a Spring-

Swivel Range: 180°

back-safety system, with which children cannot

Tap hole: Ø 35 mm

simply activate the boiling water function. The

Child safety system: Spring-back-safety

tap is also equipped with an insulated spout so
that it stays nice and cool during use.
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Calisto-series

Calisto
Polished Chrome

Calisto
Gun Metal

Calisto
Stainless Steel Effect

Calisto
Gold

Calisto
Matt Black

Calisto
Copper

The Calisto is a mechanical 3-in-1 filtered boiling

In addition, the tap is equipped with a unique

water tap, available in five different finishes. The

smooth flow technique, which ensures that

Calisto series has a high C-shaped spout and

boiling water never comes out of the tap already

a sleek Italian design. This beautiful series can

spluttering..

be supplied with a 4- or 8-litre boiling water
heater. Regular hot and cold water is connected
to the existing pipes. Because the boiler is very
compact, it can be placed in almost any kitchen.

Connection: Hot and cold water is connected

With the Calisto, safety comes first with a Spring-

to the existing pipes.

back-safety system, with which children cannot

Swivel Range: 180°

simply activate the boiling water function. The

Tap hole: Ø 35 mm

tap is also equipped with an insulated spout so

Child safety system: Spring-back-safety

that it stays nice and cool during use.
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Flex XL-series

Flex XL
Stainless Steel Effect

Flex XL
Gun Metal

Flex XL
Gold

Flex XL
Copper

The Flex XL is a mechanical 3-in-1 filtered boiling

In addition, the tap is equipped with a unique

water tap, available in five different finishes.

smooth flow technique, which ensures that

The Flex XL series has a high flexible C-shaped

boiling water never comes out of the tap already

spout and a sleek Italian design. This beautiful

spluttering.

series can be supplied with a 4- or 8-litre boiling
water heater. Regular hot and cold water is
connected to the existing pipes. Because the
boiler is very compact, it can be placed in almost

Connection: Hot and cold water is connected

any kitchen. With the Flex XL, safety comes first

to the existing pipes.

with a Spring-back-safety system, which means

Swivel Range: 180°

that children cannot simply activate the boiling

Tap hole: Ø 35 mm

water function. The tap is also equipped with

Child safety system: Spring-back-safety

an insulated spout so that it stays nice and cool
during use.
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Why a titanium heater?
Our 4 litre and 8 litre water heaters feature

Hot-mix: instant hot water

a pure titanium water storage tank which

Did you know that our 8 litre heater can

ensures that there is no aftertaste. In addition,

supply both hot water (adjustable from 35 -

a high-quality vacuum insulation panel around

70 degrees) and boiling water. Depending on

the tank keeps the temperature at the right

the volume required, no additional heaters or

level (above 100°C), guaranteeing negligible

long pipes to external hot water supplies are

standby loss.

required.

Do you choose an 8 litre or a 4 litre heater?
A 4 litre heater is suitable for an average
household. The 8 litre heater with built-in
combi facility provides twice as much boiling
water. The 8 litre titanium heater delivers a
maximum of 27 litres of boiling water per hour,
which is comparable to 140 cups of tea.

4 Litre

8 Litre

Min. bar pressure
Immediate draw off - 167 ML
Cups per hour - 167 ML
Dimensions (W x H x D mm)
Power/ Voltage
Standby heat losses
Tank / element material
Hot mix capability inc. vol.
per 3 no. temp set points

Included accessories:

Standard boiling water filter set included:

ndeerd.
Optional accessories:
HotSpot Titanium – cold water filter
Boiling water extension hose
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Easy to install in 4 steps
A HotSpot Titanium system can be installed in

Installing a boiling water tap is relatively easy,

an existing or new kitchen.

especially for someone who is a bit handy and

Only four basic conditions need to be present

likes to do odd jobs. If that’s not for you, you

in the kitchen cupboard.

can always use our installation service.

These are:
1. Mains cold water with isolation valve
2. 13amp electrical socket
3. Space (see heater dimensions)
4. Waste connection

Schematic representation of the installation
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Warranty
Our products are made with the greatest care.
An eye for design, quality and sustainability. As a
leading company in the industry, we guarantee
excellent warranty conditions on all material or
structural defects within the warranty period.

Our warranty periods are as follows:

year
warranty

2-year standard warranty

year
warranty

5-year warranty on registered products

year
warranty

20-year leakage warranty on the titanium tank
for registered products

Register your purchase via:
www.hotspot-titanium.co.uk/register-your-hotspot-titanium/
What is covered by your warranty

Your support

The warranty only applies if there are material

We offer you support in every area; from your

and/or structural defects and if the defect is not

order, to installation and far beyond. We rely

the result of boiling dry, inadequate filtration

on our products, our employees and our

of too hard or too aggressive drinking water

partners to provide you with the best possible

or aggressive liquids. For more information,

service and support for your HotSpot Titanium.

you can consult our full warranty conditions at

Through all this we ensure that you get the best

https://www.hotspot-titanium.co.uk/service/

quality water in your glass or cup!

warranty/
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Summary
Do you want to save valuable time, electricity

or people who have not used the tap before

and water? HotSpot Titanium offers the

cannot unintentionally tap the boiling water

solution. You no longer have to wait for the

from the tap. You can choose from electronic

water to boil. With HotSpot Titanium you can

taps with our patented IntelliProtect® system or

easily and quickly fill a tea glass or a large

mechanical taps with our spring-back-safety.

pan with 100°C filtered boiling water. You
immediately get the right amount of water, so
you waste less water.

Titanium
Why titanium? It is strong, highly resistant to

A suitable boiling water tap for everyone

corrosion and unlike other materials, resistant to

Our heaters with various capacities are

scale build-up. Moreover, titanium never passes

designed to meet different requirements for

on its properties to the drinking water, so there

use in the office as well as at home. HotSpot

is no aftertaste. The barrel lid, element, inlet,

Titanium combines luxury, convenience and

outlet and temperature sensor are all encased

durability in the kitchen. The 3-in-1 tap easily

with titanium. We are the first-ever filtered

switches between cold, warm and boiling water.

boiling water company to have the water tank

The filtered boiling water taps are available in

made entirely from high-quality titanium, with

various designs and finishes, so that there is

a 20-year leak-free tank warranty for absolute

a suitable filtered boiling water tap for every

peace of mind.

interior style.
Safety first
The filtered boiling water that comes out of
a HotSpot Titanium has a smooth flow and
does not splutter. So extra safe! All our taps are
equipped with safety systems so that children
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More information?
Call us or send an email. Or visit our website:
+44 (0)20 3192 1428
service@hotspot-titanium.com
hotspot-titanium.co.uk
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www.hotspot-titanium.co.uk
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HotSpot Titanium is designed and produced by Inventum.
A 100% Dutch company with over 100 years of experience, knowledge and craftmanship

